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(de)Constructing Chinatown is a curious title for an art show about the Los Angeles neighborhood, because it seems 

like there hasn’t been serious construction there in decades. The old Grandview Gardens sign stands alone in a dirt 

lot, the Velvet Turtle ruins collect dust, and big-box Chinese restaurants change proprietors but retain their fading, 

chipped murals and facades. No, the Chinky arch with dragons doesn’t count as construction. 

But there’s purity in stasis. Cantonese-speaking senior citizens still have somewhere to go. Parking is as bad as 

ever but doesn’t get worse. There are very few chain businesses—even if all the tourist traps sell the same things. 

And the absence of shiny new buildings, modernist architecture, and trendy food doesn’t mean that Chinatown 

hasn’t evolved. Stores selling beepers, videos, and slushies eventually become obsolete just as they do anywhere 

else, it just happens more slowly. Plus, waves of Latino and Southeast Asian families as well as gweilo art gallery 

owners looking for cheap rent have spiced up the gene pool plenty. 

Beneath the ever-present Oriental facade, there is an abundance of layers to peel back and examine.

On a personal level, the Chinatown experience has been continually evolving since the mid-seventies, when my 

parents would sit my brother, sister, and me at the kids’ table and order us tomato beef chow mein and orange 

soda. Since then, I’ve attended punk shows at Hong Kong Gardens, DJ nights at the Grand Star, indie gatherings at 

Ooga Booga, and fine-art shows at various galleries on the other side of Hill Street. All the while I enjoyed dim sum 

at Golden Dragon.
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When my wife, Wendy, and I got married, it was important to both of us that our banquet was not in the San Gabriel 

Valley, where the newer (and some might say cleaner) Chinese restaurants are located. Chinatown is where my 

grandfather headed the Wong Association and my dad washed dishes as a teenager. It’s where Wendy’s parents still 

go shopping every week. We feel at home there—even if we reserved the Empress Pavilion stage for punk bands 

instead of the bride and groom’s table.

So I’m excited about seeing the artists’ twists and takes on Chinatown. In the end, the biggest developments don’t 

take place on construction sites but in our minds.

Martin Wong cofounded and edited Giant Robot magazine for its entire sixty-eight issues, from 1994 through 2010. 
The Los Angeles–based magazine about Asian popular culture bridged East and West, high and low, and old and 
new, championing street art, popularizing imported and independent cinema, and providing a sound track for 
underdogs around the world. Today Wong continues to contribute a blog for the Giant Robot website and works for 
interTrend Communications, an Asian advertising company based in Long Beach.
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“Rather than representing a fixed, discrete culture, ‘Chinatown’ is itself the very emblem of shifting demographics, languages, 
and populations.” 
 — Lisa Lowe, Immigrant Acts: On Asian American Cultural Politics, 19961

“When I think of Chinatown, I think of my father. He is a barber in Chinatown. I love my father. That’s who I think about when 
I think of Chinatown.” 
 — D. J., age seven, 20032

Native Americans, descendants of the Shoshonean tribes, settled in the Los Angeles basin in 500 B.C. In 1781 

eleven families of African, Native American, and European descent settled in the area from Spanish-controlled 

Mexico.3 Had they not contracted smallpox during their journey, an Asian family would have been the twelfth.4 Since 

its founding, El Pueblo de la Reina de los Angeles has always been a hybrid space, with intersecting peoples and 

neighborhoods from many parts of the world.

Los Angeles’s Chinatown was constructed vis-à-vis Western ideas and attitudes about the Chinese that existed long 

before they arrived in the Americas. Formal study of the “Oriental” world began in 1312 when the Church Council 

of Vienne initiated a field of study of a geographic place and its people, known as the Orient.5 As Edward Said 

suggests in his influential work Orientalism (1978), the inquiry and scholarship examining the region for centuries  

is a “Western style for dominating, restructuring, and having authority over the Orient” through the study, classification, 

and control of the “Other.” In order for the West’s identity to be constructed as rational, moral, and dominant, it needed 

to construct the Other as irrational, morally corrupt, and passive. Ideas of the Other have shaped perceptions of the 

Chinese in the United States. These perceptions influenced the passage of discriminatory federal laws against 

(DE)CONSTRUCTING CHINATOWN
Steven Y. Wong

Chinese immigrants, including exclusionary immigration and citizenship laws, which, in turn, dictated how Chinese 

American communities would eventually grow and evolve. 

The first recorded Chinese arrived in Los Angeles by 18506 and eventually settled into a rapidly growing city. By 1870 

an identifiable Chinatown was situated along one street, Calle de los Negros. Chinatown was once a place where 

immigrants could take refuge from discrimination and fill the void of isolation through kinship and familiarity. The 

lack of employment opportunities and the pressure for economic survival forced the Chinese American community 

to rely on selling curios and hybridized food catering to tourists’ tastes. Los Angeles’s original Chinatown was dis-

placed in the 1930s to make way for Union Station and the subsequent rebuilding and opening of a new Chinatown 

in 1938 on Broadway, where it stands today. Chinatown, both the historic and the “new,” was—and remains—con-

structed not only by the needs of a community, but also by the projection of, and the response to, Orientalist ideas.

The ribbon-cutting ceremony  
at the opening of New Chinatown, June 25, 1938.

Photograph courtesy of David and Yukie Lee.
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The stereotypes and fantasies that fueled local Chinatown tourism are embedded into its economy, identity, and 

culture. Even today, Chinatown is a site where tourists visit to capture, through camera lenses, the vibrant and 

fragrant colors of the streets; where objects of traditional Chinese culture are bought and sold; and where dragons 

and curved roofs stand out as signifiers of ethnic difference. For the fortunate few, Chinatown is also a site of 

economic empowerment; many have formed businesses that capitalize on the neighborhood’s image, an imagined 

place where one can experience the Orient. But this exotic locale also became a domestic site for the exploration of 

the Other, for the Chinese to be known, understood, and ultimately, tamed.

Chinatown, as a name, concept, and construct has helped define the ideas of American cultural hegemony and 

superiority. But to many, Chinatown is also a neighborhood where people live, work, and gather. Since its establish-

ment, the area has always encompassed multiple intersecting communities where culture and identity are formed 

and immigrants from different ethnic backgrounds can begin to call America their home.

The exhibition (de)Constructing Chinatown explores Chinatown as a site of hybridity, a confluence and cross-

pollination of histories, ideas, peoples, and cultures becoming something that is “new” and “unrecognizable”; a space 

that postcolonial theorist Homi Bhabha called the “Third Space of Enunciation.”7 Chinatown is the in-between, 

where binaries of the West and the Other are destabilized and where culture and identity are born. It is a product of 

diverse peoples and perspectives, created, articulated, and perpetually reimagined by those who visit and those 

who live there. 
Far left: New Chinatown’s Central Plaza and  
in the background the Hong Building, featuring 
Tyrus Wong’s dragon mural, 1983.
Photograph courtesy of Munson Kwok.

Left: Set construction of a Chinese laundry  
on Chung King Road for the 2004 Warner Bros.  
film Starsky and Hutch.
Photograph courtesy of Steven Y. Wong.

Tourist guide to Chinatown, date unknown.
Courtesy of the Dylan Phoenix Collection.
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Through her exploration of intimacy, Shizu Saldamando’s Grand Star series captures the “opening up” of a Third 

Space in Chinatown. Saldamando documents Chinatown’s club scene, her own underground community, by exploring 

intimate moments in the social, interior space of Chinatown. Named after the Grand Star restaurant and nightclub, 

her series examines the sometimes-elusive social spaces, built on desire and familiarity, found within the area’s 

nightlife. The nightclub scene evolved from popular clubs for the Hollywood elite in the 1940s and 1950s to edgier, 

underground clubs catering to the punk rock scene in the 1980s and to the hip-hop scene in the 1990s. Today 

Chinatown offers a diverse selection of clubs, where cross sections of Los Angeles’s diverse communities come 

together. Specific club nights at the Grand Star cater to younger Latino Angelenos but also draw a wide spectrum 

of clientele. Saldamando’s work undermines traditional social and cultural markers of race and gender, challenging 

voyeuristic assumptions about Chinatown. By re-creating contextual ambiguities, Saldamando makes it difficult for 

“outsiders” to easily categorize and “know” her subjects. 

Betty Lee’s artwork also explores Chinatown as a site where communities are constructed based on shared inter-

ests and histories. But unlike Saldamando’s Grand Star series, Lee’s series Stories from the Home Café chronicles 

the lives of those united by nostalgia and a hunger for belonging. Lee’s work draws upon her fleeting memories of 

her father’s restaurant and the community that grew around it from its opening in the 1970s to its closing in the late 

1980s. Stories from the Home Café documents and preserves the narratives of longing and struggle so that future 

generations remember the Home Café not just as another Chinese restaurant, but as a vital community space with 

a distinct life and character.

While Saldamando and Lee tell hidden stories of life in Chinatown, Matthew Winkler’s series Drawing Transitions

explores the neighborhood’s lesser-known architectural landscapes. The iconic Chinese architectural elements convey 

the contradiction of the community’s need for kinship and the Otherness that was forced upon them. When China-

town was relocated in 1937, a group of Chinese American leaders hired Earle Webster and Adrian Wilson to design 

its new center with structures that would attract tourists. Rather than focusing on the tourist-defined areas, Winkler 

dissects the neighborhood into zones that are rearticulated as an assemblage of delicate drawings of dislocated 

urban landmarks in altered environments. Ultimately, Winkler’s drawings help reframe the community, focusing not 

on the fantastic and exotic, but on its unexplored, mundane terrain and geography.

Location Chinatown: Past, Present, and Future, by James Rojas, models the geographic history of Chinatown. Viewers 

are invited to reenvision a new Chinatown and a changing urban landscape just as the Chinese American community 

did in the 1930s. After negotiating with the Santa Fe Railway for a plot of land north of College Street and west of 

Broadway,8 community leaders set out to shape, finance, and build a new Chinatown. Los Angeles became home to 

the first Chinatown in the United States that was planned and operated by Chinese Americans. Since its establish-

ment, the community has continually changed with the arrival of new immigrants, business owners, and artists. 

Using ordinary objects such as building blocks and jewelry to represent the variety of buildings in an urban geog-

raphy, Rojas’s work demystifies place making and urban planning, creating an interactive and accessible sculpture 

for adults and children to re-create and change the landscape. Rojas suggests that we all can be proactive agents 

in understanding Chinatown’s past in order to reinvent its future.

Heimir Björgúlfsson’s installation Every Matter Obsolete, Unspoken, and Outlandish investigates how humans interact 

with nature, and by extension, how he himself adapts to his changing, multinational environments. Influenced by the 

contrast of Björgúlfsson’s Icelandic roots, where he felt nature was largely “unaltered by man,” each of the installation’s 

111 photographic collages contains a microcosm of the interplay of Chinatown’s urban landscape and nature. The 

collages explore how man-made structures and objects can displace nature, and how nature can adjust in and 

reclaim urbanity. By refocusing our attention on nature’s adaptations, Björgúlfsson leads us to consider experiences 

of movement and migration, examining our own adaptations to displacement in constructed spaces. His installation 

reorients viewers to experience the area through his displaced perspective, opening our eyes to the influence of our 

own backgrounds on our subjective understanding of Chinatown.
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NOTES

1.  Lisa Lowe, Immigrant Acts: On Asian American Cultural Politics (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1996), 65.
2.  Postcard written in conjunction with the exhibition Realizing the Imagined at the Chinese American Museum, Los Angeles, 
     curated by Steven Y. Wong in collaboration with Castelar Elementary School, 2003–04. 
3.  Jean Poole and Tevvy Ball, El Pueblo: The Historic Heart of Los Angeles (Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute, 2002), 9.
4.  Ibid.
5.  Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1978), 50.
6.  United States Census Office, Seventh Census and John R. Evertsen, et al., Census of the City and County of Los Angeles, California,   
     for the Year 1850: Together with an Analysis and an Appendix (Los Angeles: The Times-Mirror Press, 1929), 117. Evertsen used the 
Blumenbach system of racial classification, listing Chinese individuals as Mongolian in the population breakdown. 
7.  Homi Bhabha, “The Commitment to Theory,” New Formations, no. 5 (summer 1988).
8.  Roberta S. Greenwood, Down by the Station: Los Angeles Chinatown, 1880–1933 (Los Angeles: Cotsen Institute of Archaeology,         
    1996), 40.
9.  Phung Huynh, “On Art, Culture, and Edward Said,” Amerasia Journal, vol. 31, no. 1, 2005: 135.

Michael Sakamoto’s photo-essay El Espíritu del Barrio Chino constructs fantastic narratives that question the truths 

and fictions of Chinatown’s history and people. Sakamoto follows the transformations of a mysterious character, 

performed by actor Paul Outlaw, as he takes on identities from lost visitor to priest to Chinese operatic clown warrior. 

This specter (or spectator) vacillates between the realms of real and imagined and past and present, where everything 

seems familiar and recognizable but somehow impossible to place. The photographs generate an ambiguity that 

challenges any attempts to cling to a predetermined or essential understanding of Chinatown and its many realities. 

Influenced by the writings of Edward Said, Phung Huynh’s work addresses issues of “representation, culture, gender 

and voyeurism.”9 She paints visual playgrounds of traditional Chinese auspicious symbols, images that are believed to 

bring good luck and fortune. In Chinatown these symbols are commodified into tourist curios for easy consumption, 

distorting their significance and meaning. Phung’s work examines the hybridity that arises from colonial antagonisms 

of the imagined Other. The work subverts easily digested cherubs, goldfish, luscious fruit, and delicate paper cutouts 

by evoking the slightly less sweet—and a little more sinister—interplay of traditional symbols and Western ideas.

In deconstructing Chinatown’s shrouded myths and histories, perhaps it is not necessary to dwell on their origins, 

nor how and why they function. Rather the answer may lie in examining the systems in which people learn and 

disseminate information about the community, as Audrey Chan suggests. Through her video installation Chinatown 

Abecedario: A Folk Taxonomy of L.A.’s Chinatown, Chan explores, appropriates, and ultimately undermines these 

systems of knowledge. As an aspiring urban folk taxonomist, she views Chinatown through the science of vernacular 

naming systems people use to give meaning and order to their surroundings and experiences. Chan’s perspective 

is influenced by Émile Durkheim and Claude Lévi-Strauss, who propose that the process of learning draws upon the 

knowledge and beliefs within a local culture, thereby creating a set of ideas that are passed on within a community. 

Chen’s Chinatown Abecedario presents twenty-six vignettes about Chinatown, structured after the English alphabet, 

with Spanish, Cantonese, and Mandarin translations. These vignettes combine disparate elements associated with 

Chinatown, often teasing out the absurdities where the imagined becomes real and where hybridity becomes known.

The works presented in the exhibition (de)Constructing Chinatown challenge preconceived notions about Los Ange-

les’s Chinatown by examining the formation of community and constructing new landscapes. By developing new 

strategies of meaning, the artworks subvert, deconstruct, and reassemble traditional narratives and systems of 

knowledge. The exhibition examines Chinatown as a place of hybridity, where the West/Other binary is no longer clear 

and where complex communities create transformative spaces.

The artists showcased in this exhibition negotiate their relationships to Chinatown as filters and synthesizers of 

history, space, people, and ideas. Chinatown is a site of historical and cultural intersections. These artists have 

become active stewards in deconstructing Chinatown and are envisioning new paradigms and connections, bridging 

its historical and cultural interactions. Through interpretations and interactions, they—and perhaps we—have become 

agents in constructing Chinatown for future generations.
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“IT WOULD BE SHALLOW 

Betty Lee grew up in a small city in Illinois and earned her 

master of fine arts degree in 1985 from the California Institute 

of the Arts. Much of her work plays on storytelling, family and 

oral histories, and the emplacement of memories, all of which 

are strongly influenced by her personal experiences growing up 

in the 1970s and 1980s in her father’s laundry and restaurant 

in Los Angeles’s Chinatown. She has been exhibited throughout 

the United States and has works in the collections of the Los 

Angeles County Museum of Art and the Autry National Center 

of the American West.
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for a culture to be represented by only its cuisine...  
The personalities of the customers, their stories, their life in  
this Chinatown community can be revealing in many ways.  
They, not food, are all what I hope to present.”



OPPOSITE Installation view of Stories from the Home Café, 2012, by Betty Lee. Gelatin silver prints, each 40 x 50 in. ABOVE LEFT Home. ABOVE RIGHT The Science of Life and Death.
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“I ATTEMPT

Artist and urban planner James Rojas studied at the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, earning his masters of arts 

degree in city planning and masters of science in architecture 

studies in 1991. His models of urban spaces large and small 

encourage public participation in the construction of cities, 

re-creating the dynamic processes that shape the structures, 

rhythms, and experiences of lived places. Rojas is the founder 

of Place It, an initiative that engages the public in urban planning 

through workshops and interactive models.

to document and reimagine the shape of urban communities 
through a participatory process.”

20



OPPOSITE AND DETAILS ABOVE Installation view of Location Chinatown: Past, Present, and Future, 2012, by James Rojas. Plywood, metal, foamcore, and plastic, 34 x 48 x 84 in.
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“ONE OF THE TENETS 

Audrey Chan was born in 1982 in Chicago, earning her master 

of fine arts degree from the California Institute of the Arts in 2007. 

In 2009 she was an artist-in-residence at the École Régionale 

des Beaux-Arts de Nantes in France. As an artist, writer, and 

educator, she creates multidisciplinary work that engages with 

civic discourse, rhetoric, and the feminist construct of “the 

personal is political.” Chan’s recent works combine text and 

image to engage with the public in exploring shared cultural 

identities and histories. She published her first book, Conseil 

juridique et artistique / Legal and Artistic Counsel, in 2011.

of my art practice is coming to terms with commonly held  
truths in society and shaping artworks that serve as tools  
of critical and philosophical engagement with history and  
current events.”
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OPPOSITE AND DETAILS ABOVE Installation view of Chinatown Abecedario: A Folk Taxonomy of L.A.’s Chinatown, 2012, by Audrey Chan. High-definition video, running time: 13 min, 45 sec. 
Translation: Susy Chan (Chinese), Miguel García (Spanish); Voiceover: Audrey Chan (English/Spanish), Hsiao-ling Mao (Cantonese), Kay Wang (Mandarin); Project advisor: Emery Martin.
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“MY WORK IS INSPIRED

Phung Huynh was born in Vietnam and immigrated to the 

United States in 1978 as a child, settling in Los Angeles’s 

Chinatown. She earned her master of fine arts degree from 

New York University in 2001. Huynh’s work challenges and 

responds to issues of representation and commodification in 

a diverse society, exploring their entanglements in social, po-

litical, cultural, and gender stereotypes through the melding of 

Eastern and Western artistic elements. Huynh is an assistant 

professor of art at Los Angeles Valley College. 

by Chinese auspicious imagery and reflects a long-held  
interest in the seminal work of Edward Said on the subject  
of Orientalism.”
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OPPOSITE Installation view. ABOVE, LEFT TO RIGHT Rooster, Rabbit, Dragon, and Goat, 2012, by Phung Huynh. Acrylic on wood panel, each 8 x 8 in. 
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“MOST OF MY PROJECTS 

Matthew Winkler grew up in northern New Jersey and moved 

to Southern California in 2007, earning his master of fine arts 

degree from California State University, Long Beach, in 2011. 

His fascination with the intersections of architecture, public 

space, and human identities characterize much of his work. 

Through disassembling, reproducing, and combining images 

of urban landscapes, Winkler reconfigures the relationships 

of neighborhoods and their inhabitants. He has worked with 

several nonprofit organizations in Long Beach and has been 

an adjunct lecturer at California State University, Long Beach.

are driven by a fascination with the design of public space  
and architecture, and how this both affects and is affected  
by human beliefs and identity.”
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OPPOSITE Installation view of the series Drawing Transitions, 2012, by Matthew Winkler. ABOVE LEFT College Street Zone 1: Alhambra Avenue to North New High Street. Gouache and graphite on paper, 
19 x 28.5 in. ABOVE RIGHT College Street Zone 4: Figueroa Terrace to North Beaudry Avenue. Gouache, ink, and graphite on paper, 18 x 15 in. © 2012 Matthew Winkler. 
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“RATHER THAN DEPICTING 

Born in San Francisco, Shizu Saldamando earned her master 

of fine arts degree from the California Institute of the Arts in 

2005. In 2002 she was an artist-in-residence at the Art Omni 

International Arts Center in New York. Using the ballpoint pen 

as her favored medium, she examines the many dimensions of 

diversity by exploring the fluidity of identities, group dynamics, 

and personal relationships within subcultures. Her work has been 

exhibited in Mexico, Japan, and throughout the United States. 

moments of cultural ‘diaspora,’ I gravitate toward the idea of  
fragmentation within the self as being more of a multiplicitous, 
evolving, fluid, whole, and never-ending process.”
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OPPOSITE AND DETAILS ABOVE Installation view of Grand Star Series, 2010–12, by Shizu Saldamando. Ballpoint pen on bedsheets, 93 x 365 in.
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“AS A PHOTOGRAPHER, 

Michael Sakamoto earned his master of fine arts degree from 

the University of California, Los Angeles, in 2010. Through a 

variety of media and performance-based art, Sakamoto ex-

plores the experience of the individual in the construction of 

identity, belief, and meaning. His interdisciplinary work further 

draws upon butoh-based and contemporary dance theater. 

Sakamoto is the cofounder of the avant-garde theater ensemble 

Empire of Teeth. He is currently a doctoral candidate in culture 

and performance at the University of California, Los Angeles.

my priority is to question how my work might capture the  
spirit of a person, place, or moment in time.”

40



OPPOSITE AND DETAILS ABOVE Installation view of El Espíritu del Barrio Chino, 2012, by Michael Sakamoto. Digital inkjet prints, each 11 x 17 in. © 2012 Michael Sakamoto. 
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“I SEEK OUT 

Artist and musician Heimir Björgúlfsson was born in 1975 in 

Reykjavík, Iceland. He earned his master of fine arts degree 

from Amsterdam’s Sandberg Institute in 2003 before moving 

to Los Angeles in 2005. His work examines the experience 

of displacement, using a variety of media to explore our un-

predictable relationships with nature and our surroundings. 

Björgúlfsson has been exhibited internationally, with shows in 

Berlin, London, Zurich, Milan, and throughout the United States, 

including in Los Angeles’s Chinatown.

different working methods through a variety of mediums to  
create works that challenge one another as well as benefit  
from each other.”
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OPPOSITE AND DETAILS ABOVE Installation view of Every Matter Obsolete, Unspoken, and Outlandish, 2012, by Heimir Björgúlfsson. One hundred and eleven photographic collages, each 11 x 17 in.
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